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Award Designation and Category(s):  
Best Consumer Experience and Tech & Telecommunication 
 
Campaign Title:  
r/Layer 
 
Year the campaign took place: 2019 
 

 
 
Brand: Adobe 
Creative Agency: Reddit - OrangeRed (Reddit’s in-house creative team) 
Media Company/Agency: Reddit 
Research Company(s): Comscore & Kantar 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
 
Campaign Summary (70 words): 
 
Adobe partnered with Reddit to inspire creativity and awareness/trial of the 
Creative Cloud Suite by bringing the product to life on Reddit. A community 
canvas called “r/Layer” was built - inspired by Adobe’s layers tool - where 
Redditors from around the world collaborated on an evolving work of art. 
Over five days, millions of users flocked to r/Layer painting over 200,000 
“layers," creating the world’s largest digital real-time art collaboration.  
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Marketing Challenge: 
 
In 2019 Adobe launched a campaign encouraging all young creators 
worldwide to ‘Make the Leap’ with Adobe products – a strong call to action to 
jump into the creative process, inspire them to start creating, and push 
beyond the expected. Focusing on the Creative Cloud Suite of products 
(Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, etc), the campaign highlighted a special 
offer for the Creative Cloud Student Edition subscription and trial. 
 
Adobe ran traditional broad media with a variety of large digital/social 
platforms, but while Adobe is synonymous with enabling creativity, too often 
it’s a specific kind of creativity that feels out of reach for many. They sought 
a primary partner to develop a program that was specifically intended to 
tangibly showcase to a wide audience of student creators how Adobe tools 
can inspire, create, and foster collaboration. Furthermore with 56% of GenZ 
using apps and platforms to express themselves creatively and over 60% 
having passions/interests that are considered niche by others - they knew it 
would need to be a partner with a vast network of passionate active 
communities. 
  
Adobe engaged Reddit because organic creative behavior is a cornerstone of 
Reddit culture. Community is in its DNA, and the platform is one of the 
largest venues for original content with a tradition of communal 
engagement. Reddit is place where hundreds of millions of users gather 
every day to create within highly passionate communities, and collaborate 
among people like themselves.  
 
The partnership was a perfect match to create something truly innovative 
and inspirational - bringing Adobe’s products to life for this audience of 
young creators, and inspiring them to “Take the Leap.”  
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Methodology: 
 
Validation: 
Using proprietary research and 3rd party data sets, Reddit identified that 
36% of users are enrolled in higher-education programs, and over 30% of 
them frequently advise others on software - highlighting Reddit’s large 
composition of influential tech-savvy students. Furthermore nearly half of 
Redditors are interested in visual art, and Reddit is home to over 2x more 
graphic designers than other social platforms. 
 
And this audience? They are active on Reddit when it comes to Adobe and its 
products. Using internal analytics tools, Reddit saw “Adobe” mentioned over 
550k times in 2018 on Reddit, with almost 400k mentions of “Photoshop” 
alone. A community for almost every Adobe product exists and is thriving - 
r/PhotoshopBattles is one of the largest, most active, and fastest growing on 
Reddit with nearly 15M subscribers to date. And users were sharing over 30k 
of original artwork in various communities each week.  
 
Behavior:  
Platform conversation analysis and community journey research revealed 
that these users come to Reddit to find inspiration, to share the projects 
they’ve spent hours creating, and discuss tips and tricks for using the Adobe 
Creative Suite in communities ranging from r/Photography, to r/Technology, 
to r/Design, to r/Software. Digging in further, it was discovered that while 
they loved sharing their individual artwork, many of the conversations were 
centered around collaboration. Users would often follow-up other’s posts 
with variations of the original poster’s work, and received welcomed 
feedback from the communities. These “collaborations” were often the most 
popular posts within communities, garnering the most substantial 
conversations, upvotes, and rising to the top of feeds.  
 
Results: 
It was clear that not only is Adobe’s target audience of young creators is one 
of the largest and most active on Reddit, but they have the desire to create 
and learn together, and crave collaboration - and are hungry for software, 
tools, and services that help them do that. Reddit and Adobe knew that 
through an engaging initiative that enabled creativity and collaboration, 
Adobe could provide value, inspiration, and position itself as a toolset for the 
next set of creators.   
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Creative Execution: 
 
Reddit has over 130,000 active communities (also known as subreddits). 
They’re referred to with the moniker “r/”, referencing how the URL looks in a 
browser. For example, r/PhotoshopBattles, r/AskScience, or in this case, 
r/Layer. 
 
Reddit’s analysis revealed that a dynamic and collaborative program for a 
uniquely creative audience needed to be created. This audience has a desire 
to create and learn together, and are hungry for services that help them do 
that. Through an engaging and groundbreaking initiative, Adobe could 
encourage young creators to take the leap with the Creative Cloud suite.  
 
The Idea: 
Bring Adobe's Creative Cloud to life on Reddit. A community canvas inspired 
by the Photoshop layers tool, where Redditors around the world could 
create, contribute, and collaborate on an ever-evolving work of art. 
 
Execution: 
Reddit’s in-house creative team, Orangered, worked with Adobe to create a 
new community called r/Layer, and custom built a dynamic drawing toolset 
and layer function alongside a blank 1920x1080 canvas - similar to how 
Photoshop looks and functions. The canvas was shared by anyone in the 
community, and users could draw/paint 500x500-pixel images, and drop 
them into their own layer on an ever-growing collage. On September 9th 
2019, for five days r/Layer participants worked solo, together, and 
sometimes at odds to explore a range of themes from portraits to 
landscapes, memes to logos, and the weird to the wonderful. 
 
To drive to r/Layer, Adobe launched custom creative media to artistic and 
student-centric communities to drive conversion and participation, 
leveraging Reddit’s Interest Based targeting solution. The team tapped 
Reddit user Hero0fWar, founder of the extremely popular r/photoshopbattles 
community, to create video ads using only the Creative Cloud software and 
Adobe Stock. 
 
Lastly once r/Layer was closed for posts, Adobe leveraged fan-favorite 
artwork from r/Layer in their continued media for their broader “Take the 
Leap” campaign months after the initiative’s end. 
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Business Results/Lessons Learned:  
 
The campaign made Reddit, and Internet, history. 
 
• Adobe and Reddit created a first-of-its-kind internet moment: the world's 

largest digital real-time art collaboration. 
 
• From September 9th-13th ‘19, millions of Redditors flocked to the r/Layer 

community to paint over 200,000 “layers” on the canvas. It was the 
fastest growing community during that time, and exceeded both Reddit 
CTR and engagement benchmarks by over 2x.  
 

• The Reddit campaign had a 3.5x higher ROI than Adobe’s campaigns 
with other media partners, reached over 400M users globally throughout 
the campaign, and 99% of those that registered for the Creative Cloud 
Student Edition trial were new leads.  

 
• Ellen Vanderwitt, Adobe’s Global Next Gen Marketing Lead for Creative 

Cloud said of the campaign: “We leaned into the interests of Reddit’s 
creators instead of simply running ads. Launching our presence by letting 
the creative community guide us built brand affinity and drove sales, 
firmly establishing Reddit as a long-term media partner for 
Adobe.” 
 

• The initiative drove incremental increases in key brand metrics, site 
visitation, and Internet searches among those exposed to the Reddit 
campaign: 

o +26% lift in unaided awareness, +26% lift in favorability, and a 
+23% lift in subscription intent for Creative Cloud among students 
measured by Kantar…5.7x higher than their category norms.  

o +14% lift in unique visitors, and a +66% lift in visitation to 
Adobe.com for the Creative Cloud trial among students measured by 
Comscore Action Lift.  

o +73% lift in Internet searches of Adobe-related keywords among 
students measured by Comscore Action Lift.  
 

• Perhaps most importantly, Redditors “took the leap,” and embraced the 
initiative - sharing the love outside of r/Layer. The activation inspired 
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users to create new communities dedicated to the program, time-lapse 
videos, and interactive 3D models of the canvas - all while posting their 
favorite layers in dozens of communities all across Reddit and elsewhere 
online. r/Layer participants thanked Adobe for the campaign, and asked 
for more! 

o “Thanks adobe!” - u/blueys 
o “Huge thanks to the mods and adobe for this cool event! Hopefully 

there will be more events like this.” - u/Its_me_elijah 
o “Thank you Adobe, very cool.” - u/GuessWhatHeSaid 
o “Can we get another r/layer?” - u/ItsBlitz21 

 
And Adobe is delivering. Due to the overwhelming success and ROI of 
r/Layer, Adobe and Reddit have already started developing the next 
iteration, set to launch in H2 2020. 
 
 
r/Layer Campaign Participants: 
 
Adobe: 

• Ellen Vanderwilt, Next Gen Campaign Marketing for Creative Cloud 
• Lexie Hartnett, Student Campaign Marketing for Creative Cloud  
• Michi Alexander, Next Gen Campaign Marketing for Creative Cloud  
• Ann Lewnes, CMO 

 
Reddit: 

• Tavish MacLellan, Head of Brand Creative  - OrangeRed 
• Dante Orpilla, Interactive Creative Lead - OrangeRed 
• Amber Dee, Designer - OrangeRed 
• Christine Villanueva, Producer - OrangeRed 
• Jerome Jahnke, Director of Engineering 
• Matt Lee, Staff Engineer 
• Dan Suh, Brand Partner 
• Elliot Polokoff, Account Manager 
• Marie Kare, Brand Strategy Lead 
• Joe Federer, Brand Strategy Lead 
• Will Cady, Head of Brand Strategy 
• Roxy Young, VP of Marketing 
• Zeinab Sayed, Marketing Sciences Lead 
• Jack Koch, Global Head of Marketing Sciences 

 


